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Aurora Claudius

Aurora Claudius is a player character played by Demibear.

Aurora Claudius

Species & Gender: Elysian Female
Date of Birth: 35日 9月 YE 20
Organization: Ryu-Mizumitsu Clan
Occupation: honorary Mizumitsu Samurai Arahoshi (Warrior-Monk)

Rank:
Current Placement:

Physical Description

Measuring at 213cm and weighing 65kg, Aurora Cladius has the typical toned lithe build (–
measurements) found among female Patricians. She has blonde hair (originally black), violet eyes, large
white wings, and a creamy skin complexion.

Personality

Like all Elysian Patricians, Aurora has an intense sense of pride stemming from her early childhood. But
since being adopted into the Mizumitsu Samurai, she has learned to focus it in actions that benefit
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society as a whole. So long as a person is willing to keep going, Aurora is willing to teach and guide
individuals with little fuss. Even others of other species, unlike most other Patricians.

Aurora's visible personality traits depend on where she is and who is around her. But in most instances,
she can be described as a very cheerful (almost on the verge of jumping like a child) individual that will
go out of her way to help others.

While she maintains the perception that she can live among all races with ease, Aurora puts in extra
effort to reach out to her fellow Elysians. One part of it is to spread the teaching of tolerance she learned
from her adopted father, but a large part of it is really something nagging at her from within to return to
her people. While she does desire to go to the Elysian Celestial Empire as the ones there are the greatest
in need, she remains fearful of the experience.

Kleos does matter to Aurora, though in her own religious (again influenced by her adopted clan) eyes it is
only gained with selfless actions.

History

Aurora Claudius was born in YE 03 in one of the long forgotten Elysian heavens that once floated over
Yamatai (Planet).

Skills Learned

Aurora Claudius has the following notable skills:

Communications
Aurora Claudius is fluent in Trade (language) and Yamataigo (邪馬台語).

Fighting
Aurora Claudius is an adept practitioner of Mizumitsu-ryu and Sora-Mai.

Technology Operation
Aurora Claudius

Mathematics
Aurora Claudius received an advanced education in the field of mathematics.

Knowledge
Aurora Claudius is also a natural diplomat, using it to minimize punishments and develop new
opportunities.

Leadership
Aurora Claudius is highly proficient in the fields of diplomacy, command, and public speaking.

Rogue
Aurora Claudius is experienced in blending into crowds and changing her appearance.

Social Connections
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Aurora Claudius is connected to:

Mizumitsu Takashi (Adopted Father, Dead)
Mizumitsu Zoya (Adopted Mother)
Ryu-Mizumitsu Masashi (Adopted Uncle)
Mizumitsu Daisuke (Adopted Brother, Dead)
Mizumitsu Sara (冴咲) (Adopted Sister)
Mizumitsu Benji (Brother)
Mizumitsu Ingrid (niece)
Mizumitsu Hiroshiko (Grandniece)

Inventory & Finance

Aurora Claudius has the follow:

Aurora Claudius currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This article was created on 2022/02/03 22:14 using the namespace template.

In the case demibear becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? YES

Character Data
Character Name Aurora Claudius
Character Owner Demibear
Character Status Work In Progress
Current Location Tatiana
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